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September 16,2016

Shri U.K. Srivastava
Pr. Advisor (NSL)
Telecom Regulatory Authority of India
MTNL Telephone Exchange Building
Jawahar Lal Nehru Marg (Old Minto Road)
New Delhi -110 002

Sub: Aircel Comments to Consultation Paper on Review of Network related Quality of Service
standards for Cellular Mobile Telephone Service

Dear Sir,

This is with reference to Consultation Paper on Review of Network related Quality of Service
standards for Cellular Mobile Telephone Service dated 05.08.2016.

In this regard, we hereby enclose our comments to the above mentioned consultation paper.
The comments have also been sent through e-mail at pradvnsl@traLgov.in.

We hope TRAI will take our comments into consideration before concluding its approach on the
issues listed in consultation paper.

Thanking You,

For Aircel Group
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Aircel Comments to TRAI Consultation Paper on
Review of network related Quality of Service standards for Cellular Mobile

Telephone Service

Aircel is pleased to offer comments to the TRAI Consultation paper on Review of network
related Quality of Service standards for Cellular Mobile Telephone Service and would be
happy to explain further, should TRAI desires so.

Question-wise Comments

Question 1: In case QoS is mandated at a sub-service area level, which option (LDCA-wise
or District Headquarter/ city/ town-wise or BTS-wise) you would recommend? Please
comment with justifications.

Aircel Comments:

As per License condition, QoS Performance has to be measured at Circle/LSA level. The
network is also designed to give Optimum performance at Circle level. Each Sub Service level
area - be it at LDCA I District level or Town I BTS level - will have different scenarios of
Local issues - in terms of Non availability of sites in Govt. I Defence areas, no uniform policy
with respect to the installation of towers, Interference from External sources, sealing of
sites due to lack of NOCI EMF concerns I Neighbor issues, challenges pertaining to Right of
Way (RoW), and various permissions required to obtain same, Bandwidth allocated for
Transmission, Lack of EB availability, Night Time Access issues etc. It would be quite
impossible to meet defined QoS benchmarks in all LDCA I District Level I Towns I Cities.

We understand that the basic objective of the TRAI Consultation paper is to monitor QoS
Parameter at more granular level to offer good QoS to End Subscribers throughout the
Service Area. Towards this, All Operators are optimizing the network at cell level on regular
basis to resolve all QoS related issues at Cell I Site levels. As per the existing QoS Reporting
norms, we are already monitoring and reporting two of most critical parameters - "Worst
Affected BTS due to Down time" and "Worst affected Cells with Call Drop Rate> 3%/1 - which
will give QoS performance at BTSI Cell level.

Internationally, most of the Operators follow QoS Reporting at Service area wise - which is at
National level. Whereas, in India, we are already reporting QoS performance at typically
State level. Some countries like Pakistan, Thailand, Myanmar, South Africa, Malaysia etc. are
providing compliance for just 1 or 2 parameters whereas here in India, TSPs are providing
compliance for 9 parameters. In addition, benchmarks defined are more relaxed in these
countries as comparison to India.
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We would like to emphasize here that in few countries like UK, Canada, Australia & Austria;
there is no mandate on Network QoS parameters by Regulator for Mobile Telephony. The
snapshot of QoS parameters with their benchmark for some countries is listed below:

S. Name of Parameters India Pakistan Thailand Myanmar Colombia South Malaysia
No. Africa

Average Bench
period of Mark
time

1 Network Availibility
BTSs Accumulated One Month ::;2 % < 1% (>3
downtime (not available Years)
for service) (%age)
Worst affected BTSs due One Month ::;2 %
to downtime (%age)

2 Connection
Establishment
(Accessibility)
Call Set-up Success Rate One Month 2:95% 2:90% 2:98% >95% >95%
(within licensee's own
network)
SDCCHj Paging ChI. One Month ::;1%
Congestion (%age)
TCH Congestion (%age) One Month ::;2 %

3 Connection Maintenance
(Retainability)
Call Drop Rate (%age) One Month ::;2% ::;2% ::;2% ::;2 % <3% for Less At

densely than designated
populated 3% routes: 2%
areas, and & At other
<6% for routes: 3%
other areas

Worst affected cells One Month ::;3%
havingTCH drop (call
drop) rate> 3%
%age of connection with One Month 2:95%
good voice quality

4 pal
Point of Interconnection One Month ::;0.5%
(Pal) Congestion (No. of
pals not meeting the
benchmark

Also, reporting at Sub Service area like at District level - will be a massive exercise e.g. in a
circle like Bihar - which is having 62 districts in the states of Bihar and Jharkhand - each TSP
will have to submit 62 number of reports every month. At pan India level, each TSP with Pan
India presence will need to submit approx. 640 numbers of reports every month, as
compared to 22 reports presently being submitted. In addition, size of district is not uniform,
so KPls of small district will be poorer than KPls of large district, inspite of putting same

welforts.
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Basic requirement for offering good OoS to Subscribers is to augment the Network with
required Coverage and Capacities on continuous basis and perform Optimization at regular
intervals. Aircel on its part, has added 13,414 sites during 2015, another 2499 sites during 1st

6 months in 2016 and have plans to roll out another 261 sites in Jul16 - Sep16 period.

Currently, various TSPs are experiencing many issues at local level, which are impacting OoS.
Some of the issues which are being faced by Operators for the last few years are - Non
availability of sites in Government / Defence areas, severe interference in JK & PB, sealing of
sites - mostly in DL, MU & RJ due to lack of NOC / EMF concerns / Neighbor issues, RoW
issues and Lack of EB availability, Night Time DG running restriction, insurgency issues, TA
(Timing Advance) limitation at international border cells etc. These issues are escalated to
relevant competent Authorities including TRAI at regular intervals, for their intervention and
support in getting the same coordinated and resolved. We are very confident that if these
issues are addressed satisfactorily, the Subscriber would experience much higher levels of
Network OoS.

Hence considering all above factors, it is a challenge to maintain uniform quality of
services in all the parts of LSA, as various factors are beyond the control of operators.
Therefore, we believe, that the current process of measuring QoS at LSA level only, is
tenable as per License as well as reasonable & sufficient to offer good QoS to End
Subscribers.

Question 2: How should the call drop rate calculated - either at the Licensed service area
level calculated during TCBH, or calculated during the Cell Bouncing Busy Hour (CBBH) at
BTS level should be the benchmark? Please give your views on each parameter, with
justification.

Aircel Comments:

Currently there are two ways of monitoring the call drops, one at TCBH (Time Consistent
Busy Hour) and the other at CBBH (Cell Bouncing Busy Hour). These two indices are different
and indicate two different aspects of Network Performance.

Any performance has to be measured during an hour when the traffic is maximum - which
generally gives worst performance. In the case of Network level (LSA Level) OoS, the
performance is measured during TCBH, during which period the traffic carried is the
maximum and gives worst performance at Network level. The performance during any other
hour is much better than this.

Similarly, the performance of individual cells would be monitored during their respective Cell
Bouncing Busy Hour (CBBH) when the traffic is maximum in that particular cell, and generally

\ \ gi es worst erformance for these cells.
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This measurement process, of measuring QoS during TCBH for Network (LSA) level QoS and
during CBBH for Cell Level QoS is a standard process adopted by most of the TSPs / OEMs
across the Globe.

Performance Measurement of Network (LSA) Level QoS during CBBH is not recommended as
this doesn't represent the performance experienced by the Subscribers at any point of time.
Measurement of Network level QoS during CBBH will be very complex as the performance
values keep varying every day due to location specific challenges (power outage, terrain
conditions, traffic jam, any planned event like cricket match etc.) and provide very unrealistic
QoS values.

Hence the current process of measuring call drop at service area level during TCBH looks
suitable as cell level performance is already being measured at CBBH and optimization is
being done based on cell level performance.

Question 3: How should the benchmark for the parameters be revised? Should it be
licensed service area wise or district wise or BTS-wise or a combination? In such cases
what should be the benchmarks? How should the benchmarks be measured? Please give
your views on each parameter, with justification.

Aircel Comments:

The reason & challenges for implementing QoS at sub-service level is already shared. In case
the benchmarks for QoS parameters need to be defined at sub service areas such as District
/ BTS Level, these should be much lower (relaxed) than the Network (LSA) level QoS
benchmarks. The reason & comments for various QoS parameters are stated below:

(a) In small districts, lots of sites are dependent on one hub site (MW/Optical backbone).
Outage on this hub site will impact large number of sites which will result in huge outage

and hence poor network availability.

(b) Cantonment / Govt. areas are often covered from far, as sites are not allowed to install
inside the premises. Usually these sites will carry lot of traffic and can't be off loaded by
providing sites in above mentioned areas due to site accessibility issues so will impact
KPls like CSSR,SDCCH & TCH congestion.

(c) Since there will be lesser no. of sites in a district as comparison to LSA, even fewer no. of
call drops - particularly in areas such as hill terrain, near water bodies, near Circle (LSA)
boundaries etc - will result in non-meeting of this benchmark as per current targets.

Hence the current process of measuring QoS parameters at service area level is fine. In fact
there is need of relaxing in benchmark of "% of worst affected BTS" and 1/%of Cells having
TCH drop>3%" from 2% to 3% and 3% to 5% respectively.
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Question 4: How could the network parameters be technology agnostic? What are the
parameters and benchmarks that are required to be defined? Please give your views with
justifications.

Aircel Comments:

The network parameters under voice services provided through different technologies such
as 2G, 3G or 4G have similar features, so there should be technology agnostic approach in
measuring voice OoS. Although the KPls under voice OoS may have different benchmarks
per technology, as Service Providers with administratively held spectrum are running
different technologies at different bands and are handicap when it comes to matching the
footprint of two different technologies based on the facts and reasons mentioned above for
achieving desired quality of service

In view of above, the measurement results viz Network Availability, Accessibility (Call Set-up
Access Rate), Retainability (Call Drop Rate) should be calculated for all technologies
providing the voice services in the country. But benchmark for 4G technology should be
made comparatively stringent, as coverage footprint is better in 700/800/850 MHz than
other 2G and 3G technologies.

Network Service Quality Parameters Measurement Criteria Average over a Period

BTs/NodeB/eNode-B downtime <=2% One month

worst affected BTs/NodeB/eNode-B <=2% One month
Accessibility

Call Set Up success rate (2G, 3G, 4G) >=95%, >=97% for 4G One month during TCBH

Signaling Channel Congestion ( sDCCH - 2G, RRC-3G, RRC-4G) <=1%, <=0.5% for 4G One month during TCBH

TCH or RAB or e-RAB Congestion <=2%, <=1% for 4G One month during TCBH
Retainability

Call Drop Rate (2G, 3G or 4G) <=2%, <=1% for 4G One Month during TCBH

Worst affected cells having more than 3% TCH Drop Rate <=3%, <=2% for 4G One Month during CBBH

connections with good voice quality (2G, 3G, 4G) >=95%, >=97% for 4G One Month during TCBH

Question 5: Do you think it is essential to mandate the TSPsto set the RLT parameter? If so
what should be the criteria to set the value and the value that needs to be set. Please
comment with justifications.,w-nts

:
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Absolutely Not. RLT should not be set as a mandate as this is to be managed by the service
provider based on the clutter and radio environment and there are different types of clutter
zones like open, dense urban, sub urban and rural which cannot have a pre-defined RLT
value. It is the Network planning and operational network teams of TSPs, who are checking
network optimizations requirements on almost daily basis and make this configuration based
on considering various dynamic factors.

It may please be noted that RLT is not a constant number for a cells-it but, is dynamic and
based various dynamic external and internal factors. In certain instances, it may require
change in a week and in other in some months. Hence, it should best left to the TSPsto arrive
at requisite RLT numbers.

To achieve a balance between optimal use of the network resources and good customer
experience, technological features are developed within GSM which try to optimize the use
of network resources and provide the best possible experience to the consumers. Thus, the
GSM technology has been developed in such a way that there are various configurable
parameters that decide how a network should be tuned or optimized as per the available
resources in various situations.

The technology standards are written keeping in mind that the mobile handsets have to deal
with various variable and dynamic factors such as sudden or regular movement of
subscribers from one place to another having different clutters, radio propagation
characteristics, fast fading, shadow zones etc., density of subscribers, site topology within
the region etc. This is exactly the reason why these standards have allowed for tuning of
parameters as per the prevailing conditions.

RLT is just one of the parameters for optimizing customer experience (defined in the Clause
5 of GSM/3GPP standard TS 05.08) which decides for how long the call should be sustained if
signal loss quality drops momentarily. The call disconnection due to a momentary loss of
signal is considered as undesirable due to the inconvenience caused to the customer on
account going through the process of redialing the number again. The same was recognized
by the standard governing bodies like ETSI/3GPP while writing the standards for GSM
technology.

Thus, tuning of RLT & other similar parameters is done to enhance customer experience.
This is done on a case-ta-case basis for every cell. Such parameter configuration takes place
in all networks. The 3GPP/GSM standards are governing rules adhered by every handset
manufacturer and network operator around the world. 3GPP/GSM standard governing
bodies have designed parameters such as RLT (and other similar parameters) as variable,
within a range, or facilitating the designing of networks for the purpose of improving the
customer experience as wireless planning is a complex process.

We want to emphasize the flip side of setting excessively low RLT or disabling call re-
establishment - it causes call to get dropped in case of temporarily poor radio conditions -
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customer might need to pay extra due to initiation of new call - pulse rate of new call being
applicable - rather than ongoing continued call.

Thus we sincerely submit that RLT is just a configuration parameter amongst thousands of
other configuration parameters to counter various dynamic conditions and thus should be
micro-managed and regulated. To the best of our knowledge, there may be not be any
example of it being mandated by any Regulator in the world at a predefined range. Thus, it
should be left to the standard governing bodies like 3GPP/ ETSI / ITU-T as well as TSPs to
decide on these configurations.

Question 6: Do you think it will be appropriate to calculate call drop rate through COR
meta data analysis? If so, what should be the benchmarks for such call drop rates
calculated. Please comment with justifications.

Aircel Comments:

Absolutely not. The CDRs generated in switch from different vendors have different levels /
granularity of information available and it is not at all an appropriate way to measure or
identify a call drop as we don't have Clear Codes in each vendor MSC's for every call dropped.
There is no separate cause codes available in CDR, for all type of drops mentioned above. In
addition, Call Drop Rate calculation through CDR may not give figures of actual scenario,
since cause codes generated through abnormal termination may have cases of
intentional/unintentional call disconnect, like mobile handset got switched off, battery
drained, Customer moving to an underground Metro Station / Building etc.

Additionally, calling patterns like Repeat call attempt to the same number within 30 seconds
can't be used for identifying Call drops as each subscriber may have different reasons for
making repeat calls, which is technically impossible to identify.

So for the purpose of determining call drop there are ample parameters available through
ass counters and therefore it will not be appropriate to calculate call drop rate through
COR Meta data analysis.

Question 7: Do you think calculation of customer satisfaction index will help in QoE of the
consumer? If so elaborate the methodology of the calculation of such indexes. What are
the latent variable that need to be defined and how are they to be calculated? Please
comment with justifications.

Aircel Comments:
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Absolutely not because CSI (Customer Satisfaction Index) will be calculated by giVing
different weightage to various 005 parameters and it's quite possible that overall CSI score
of one TSP is good in spite of one parameter is having poor value, as weightage given is very
less as comparison to other parameters so it will not give true picture of network.

In addition to monthly operator assisted drive test with TRAI Auditors, TRAI is already
conducting independent drive test for all the operators and publishing report on their
website which is readily available for customer.

If necessarily required, TRAI may prepare questionnaire, covering various parameters /
benchmarks / activities and can get customer feedback on quarterly / half yearly basis,
which can be used as OoE of the consumer, however the OoE measurement will have
personal feed backs of the customers which varies as per the perception and expectation of
quality of network services which may differ based upon experience and awareness of the
consumer, thus not showing true picture of network when compared to the 005 where
parameters are measurable from 055.

Therefore, customer satisfaction index will not help in QoE of the consumer.

Question 8: What are your views on introducing a graded financial disincentives based on
performance and what should be such quantum of financial disincentives for various
parameters? Please comment with justifications.

Aircel Comments:

In the recent amendment (Oct-2015) TRAI has already increased Financial Disincentives in
cases of repetitive non compliances wherein: 1) Not exceeding INR 1 Lac for first non-
compliance in a quarter, 2) Not exceeding INR 1.5 Lac for second consecutive non-
compliance and 3) Not exceeding INR 2 Lac for each consecutive non-compliances thereof.

So it would be quite early to introduce graded financial disincentives when recently
amendments have been made to make it more stringent. Current major constraints -
which are impacting the QoS - are Non availability of sites in Govt. / Defense areas, severe
interference in JK & PB, sealing of sites - mostly in DL, MU & RJdue to lack of NOC / EMF
concerns / Neighbor issues, RoW issues and Lack of EB availability and Night Time Access
issues etc. We are confident that once these issues are addressed, the QoS offered to
Subscribers would greatly be enhanced. Implementation of any graded financial
disincentives may be considered only after the above issues are addressed.

~~---------------------------------- ENDOFDOCUMENT-----------------------------------XX
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